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Introduction
Variations of matrix multiplication are commonly used in data science and ML

However, performing such tasks is difficult as
• Matrix libraries only support a limited class of manually tuned computations
• Current compilers generate inefficient code for the task written as a nested loop

Amulet is a compiler framework that generates fast code for matrix-
multiplication-like tasks tailored to its execution environment by using both 
compiler and database-style optimization techniques.

Figure 1. Matrix-multiplication-like task for ML that emphasizes high single products
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Process Overview

1) Task recogition
• Amulet identifies a matrix-multiplication-like task using a set of rules.

2) Parameterized code generation
• Using the method in [1], the task is transformed into a loop that partitions the 

task so that the cost of moving data is amortized for each level of the 
memory hierarchy.

• Partition sizes are not hard-coded and are parameters Amulet can set 
before execution.

3) Adaptive Execution
• Performant parameters for partitioning are found by testing various 

parameter values at runtime on a small subset of the input data. 
• The remaining data is executed using the found parameters.

Conclusions
Amulet generates code for various matrix-multiplication-like tasks that is 1.8~2x 
faster than code generated by existing compilers. We expect that Amulet will 
improve productivity for common data analysis tasks and facilitate research in the 
ML community by allowing scientists to write simple code that is also very efficient.

Results
Settings
• Execution time (in seconds) is measured for matrix multiplication and other 

matrix-multiplication-like tasks (called Query 1, Query 2, Query 3)
• Baselines: OpenBLAS (manually tuned library for matrix multiplication), g++, icc

compiler 

Amulet acheives 1.8~2x speedup compared to the fastest compiler baseline (icc) 
and has decent matrix multiplication performance (45% slower) compared to 
libraries that are hand-written for different hardware.
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